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New Philanthropy-A Hands-On Way of Giving Unit Quiz 

Name: ________________________________ 

 Match the following terms with their definitions. 

1. ______Humanitarian A. Morality or goodness 

2. ______Operating Foundation B. Wealth shared by the whole group 

3. ______Perpetuity C. Endless time or eternity 

4. ______Altruism 
D. Funds that are kept permanently and invested for continued 
support of an organization 

5. ______Company-Sponsored 
Foundation 

E. Grant funds are derived primarily from contributions of a profit-
making business 

6. ______Common Good F. Selfless concern for the welfare of others 

7. ______Endowment G. Person who is concerned for human welfare 

8. ______Pro-Social Behavior H. Giving for the common good 

9. ______Philanthropy I. Serving behavior such as helping, rescuing 

10. _____Personal Virtue 
J. Primary purpose is to conduct research, social welfare programs, 
etc. 

Please fill in the blanks. 11-16. 
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Name three famous philanthropic historical figures, and tell how each acted for, and affected 

the common good. _______________________, ___________________________, and 

__________________________________. 

 ___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

  

17-19. Three volunteer groups that act for the common good are 

_________________________, __________________________, and 

______________________. 

  

20-22. Three ways in which "new philanthropists" hold people accountable are: 

________________________, ___________________, and ________________________. 

  

23-25. Most philanthropists have similar personal qualities. Name three that we talked about. 

__________________________, ___________________________, and 

______________________________. 

  

26-31. We discussed several major foundations and gifts they have given. Name three major 

foundations: 

____________________________,_____________________________________, and 

____________________________________. 
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List four major gifts they have given: ________________________________________, 

________________________________________________________, 

________________________________________________________, 

________________________________________________________. 

32-37. We read the article on the "new philanthropists." Name three of them and at least one of the 

causes that each supported. 

"New Philanthropist" Name Cause Supported 

    

    

    

38-50. Answer the following in at least three paragraphs. Other than the "commons problem" you 

researched, what do you think is the major "commons problem" that is affecting the common good 

today, and why? 

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________________  
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